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MODIFICATION OF AXIAL COMPRESSOR STREAMLINE PROGRAM 
FOR ANALYSIS OF ENGINE TEST DATA 
by Jeffrey G. Williams 
SUMMARY 
This report describes modifications of an existing 
ax'al compressor streamline analysis computer program 
to allow input of measured radial pressure and tempera-
ture profiles obtained from engine or cascade data. 
The proposed modifications increases the input flexi-
bility and are accomplished without changing the com-
puter program's input format. The computer program was 
00 written by Richard M. Hearsey under a grant from the 
~ Aerospace Research Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air 
~ Force Base. Since this report is intended to supple-
ment the above computer program, the reader is referred 
to Hearsey's reports for theory, complete program list-
ings, and detailed user's instructions. 
INTRODUCTION 
Detailed flow field information is important in 
both axial compressor analysis and design. In fan and 
compressor designs, this information permits evaluation 
of proposed improvements through efficiency calcula-
tions. In flutter research, accurate flow information 
gives blade incidence or angle of attack which speci-
fies the steady state pressure distribution and hence 
internal blade stresses. Likewise, in stall investiga-
tions, accurate blade incidence is of primary concern. 
The precision required determines which two or 
three-dimensional axisymmetric analysis to use. Two 
dimensional programs (radial velocities equal to zero) 
can be reasonably accurate for hub-to-tip radius ratios 
les, than 0.8. However three-dimensional analyses must 
be Jtilized whenever radial velocities become signifi-
es .t. There are several such analyses that are worthy 
of consideration. Radial equilibrium is quite popular 
but requires different equations for axial stations 
, located interior and exterior to blade rows (ref. 1). 
Actuator Disk Theory, on the other hand, is rather dif-
ficult to use in practice because of the closeness of 
'disks' in an axial compressor (ref. 2). The stream-
line Curvature technique is extremely powerful but re-
quires at least medium computer capability (ref. 3). 
Of the several streamline curvature analyses in 
existence, Richard Hearsey's analysis and computer pro-
gram (refs. 4 & 5) can satisfy a variety of user re-
quirements. A partial listing of these program possi-
bilities can be found in Appendix B. The computer pro-
gram is written in three sections which include the 
aerodynamic streamline analysis section and two blade 
design sections. All parts of the program are well 
documented and written in standard FORTRAN IV. Refer-
ence 4 presents the theory and detailed user's instruc-
tiAns while reference 5 gives program listing and two 
exumples. 
Despite the versatility of Hearsey's program, the 
aerodynamic section of the program does not accept 
direct input of engine or cascade test data. This re-
port is intended to supplement reference 4 and des-
cribes modifications to several of the aerodynamic sec-
tion subroutines to allow direct input of radial pres-
sure and temperature profiles. In addition, modifica-
tions to the CALCOMP subroutine are proposed to provide 
compatability with an earlier version of the plotting 
package. Finally, an example is prepared and run to 
spnw that the modifications are acceptable. 
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DISCUSSION 
Streamline Computational Technique 
Streamline curvature analysis is a means to solve 
for the velocity triangles in an axial compressor. The 
typical two-dimensional velocity triangles for rotors 
and stators (fig. 1) are extended to the radial direc-
ti-n to account for radial velocities which can be sig-
niticant. Symmetry is assumed in the circumferential 
direction to simplify the analysis. 
The flow field grid is established by the intersec-
tion of streamlines with specified axial stations. 
These axial stations may be inserted at strategic loca-
tions in the flow field such as leading and trailing 
blade edges or instrumentation sites. Generally, how-
ever, several stations must be specified upstream and 
downstream of the region of interest to define inlet 
and outlet conditions. The program will produce output 
for all defined axial stations. 
The compressible flow equations are restructured 
and written in terms of radial, circumferential and 
meridional components (ref. 4). The meridional direc-
tion, shown in figure 2, lies in the radial-axial 
plane. These flow equations, which contain streamline 
curvature and slope terms, are solved given an initial 
guess for the streamline pattern. The program iter-
ates, each time improving the streamline pattern until 
the specified tolerance is achieved. program output 
consists of velocity triangle components, flow angle, 
streamline curvature, and thermodynamic information as 
a function of radius. 
Aerodynamic Subroutine Modification 
The aerodynamic section of Richard Hearsey's com-
putrr program (ref. 4) allows a variety of input data 
cor )inations for the rotor and stator axial stations.* 
'w rk' input (DATAl) can be expressed as: Total pres-
sure, total enthalpy, absolute angular momentum, abso-
lute whirl velocity or relative flow angle. 'LoSS' 
input (DATA2) can be of the form: Relative total 
pressure loss coefficient, isentropic efficiency, or 
*The author assumes that the reader has an understand-
ing of the aerodynamic (or streamline) section of the 
reference 4 computer program and is familiar with the 
terminology and organization of the input deck. 
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entropy rise. The appropriate values of DATAl and 
DATA2 are input at each axial location as a function of 
radius or passage height. 
Typically, a researcher has correlated engine or 
cascade data in terms of radial pressure and tempera-
ture profiles behind rotors and pressures and flow 
angles (blade metal angle plus deviation angle) behind 
stators. Figure 3 shows the typical instrumentation of 
a ~ompressor cascade. TO use Hearsey's program in its 
prtsent form the most favorable input combination would 
then be: Total pressure (DATAl, NWORK = 1) and isen-
tropic efficiency (DATA2, NLOSS = 2) as input behind 
rotors and flow angle (DATAl, NWORK = 5, 6, or 7) and 
relative total pressure loss coefficient (DATA2, NLOSS 
= 1) as input behind stators.* This input selection 
minimizes the conversion from 'raw' data to program 
compatible data. 
Modifications can be made to the computer program 
to allow direct input of station radial pressures and 
temperatures obtained from the cascade instrumenta-
ti~n. This will permit: Total pressure (DATAl) and 
tOLal temperature (DATA2) as input behind rotors and 
flow angle (DATAl) and total pressure (DATA2) as input 
behind stators. Clearly these are the most advanta-
geous input combinations when raw cascade data is 
available. The program modifications should be such 
that the original input combinations remain available 
to those researchers who might wish to use them. The 
modification scheme detailed below allows for this in-
put flexibility. 
Aerodynamic section subroutines UD0302 and UD0307 
must be modified to allow total temperature input 
(DATA2) behind rotors and total pressure input (DATA2) 
behind stators. Subroutine UD0302 reads the input com-
binations at each station and does appropriate units 
conversions. Subroutine UD0307 converts the station 
data into streamline entropy and enthalpy to be used by 
thE main driving program, UD03AR. 
The modification concept involves sensing the mag-
niLude of the input data and directing subroutine 
UD0307 to the correct computation of entropy and en-
thalpy utilizing the available thermodynamic subrou-
*The term 'relative' is misleading here but is used ex-
tensively throughout the reference 4 program instruc-
tions. Appendix C shows that the relative loss coeffi-
cient reduces to the absolute total pressure loss coef-
ficient in stator passages. 
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tines, UDGl through UDG9. For example, for stations 
behind rotors, total pressure (DATAl, NWORK = 1) is an 
acceptable input. Also, the magnitude of the isentrop-
ic efficiency (DATA2, NLOSS = 2) should never exceed 
1.0. The modified program checks the magnitude of this 
'loss' and if greater than 1.0, assumes the input is 
absolute total temperature. Subroutine UD0307 can then 
compute enthalpy and entropy for these stations using 
th rmodynamic routines UDG2 and UDG3 respectively. 
Hence, pressure and temperature data become a suitable 
input combination behind rotors. A listing of the mod-
ified subroutine, UD0307, which contains this limit 
checking sequence appears in Appendix D. Lines 61 - 65 
and 69 - 72 contain the specific changes for rotor sta-
tions. 
Similar modifications are incorporated in subrou-
tine UD0307 to handle stations behind stators. At 
these locations, flow angle (DATAl, NWORK = 5, 6, or 7) 
is an acceptable input. The relative total pressure 
loss coefficient (DATA2, NLOSS = 1) should be a small 
pc itive number. In fact, for efficient compressor 
blading, the relative total pressure loss coefficient 
should be less than 0.3. In this instance, however the 
magnitude of the loss coefficient does not have an up-
per limit as did the isentropic efficiency. An arbi-
trary limit value of 2.0 was chosen assuming the magni-
tude of the total pressure (in any chosen set of pro-
gram acceptable units) should never be smaller than 
this value. Again the magnitude checking procedure is 
called upon to scan for input data greater than the 
limit value of 2.0. If this condition is satisfied for 
all of the station input data, the program assumes 
total pressure as input instead of loss coefficients. 
The modified UD0307 subroutine can then calculate en-
tropy from the total pressure input and the enthalpy of 
the previous station using subroutine UDG3 (i.e. en-
thalpy is assumed constant across stator passages). 
Suloutine UD0302, the input routine, also needs the 
li it checking sequence because a units conversion may 
be required depending on the value of the scaling fac-
tor, SCLFAC. subroutine UD0307, lines 142 - 146 and 
158 - 160, and subroutine UD0302, lines 190 - 198 con-
tain the specific modifications to allow the input com-
bination of flow angle and total pressure behind sta-
tionary blades. A source listing of un0302 may be 
found in Appendix E. 
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CALCOMP Subroutine Modification 
Several different versions of the well-known CAL-
COMP plotting package exist. The main difference in 
the versions is the number of arguments in the subrou-
tine calls to the individual CALCOMP routines. Hear-
sey's program was written utilizing the 1970 version of 
the plotting package (ref. 6). 
The 1964-65 Version 5 CALCOMP package requires ad-
ditional arguments in the 'CALL' statements to routines 
AXIS and LINE. The AXIS routine needs one additional 
argument, DV, which indicates the number of divisions 
per ten inches of paper to be drawn on the axis. The 
LINE routine requires four additional arguments - XMIN, 
DX, YMIN, and DY. XMIN and YMIN are minimum coordinate 
values on the graph. DX and DY represent the division 
mark incremental value for the respective axis. 
Subroutine UD0312, the plotting routine in the 
aerodynamic or streamline section of Hearsey's program, 
has several CALCOMP calls to routines AXIS and LINE. 
Tr's subroutine is responsible for plotting static 
pressure distributions (NPLOT = 1) and final streamline 
mesh (NPLOT = 2). A 1964-65 Version 5 compatible list-
ing of subroutine UD0312 may be found in Appendix F. 
Example 
Steady state data from a NASA-Lewis full scale en-
gine test is used as input to the modified version of 
Richard Hearsey's aerodynamic program (ref. 4) detailed 
in this report and an industry developed streamline 
program. The industry program makes for a good compar-
ison because it was developed for analysis of engine 
test data and hence accepts radial pressure and temper-
ature distributions directly. This industry program, 
however, is not as flexible as the reference 4 program 
nor is it available to the general public. 
The analysis concentrates on the three stage fan 
mo .ule at the inlet of a typical modern turbofan en-
gine. The axial stations for computer output are 
defined and numbered in Figure 4. Stations at leading 
and trailing edges of blades follow the blade lean in 
the axial direction. Radial total pressure and temper-
ature profiles were available behind the first two 
rotors and behind the flow straightener (F.S.). Flow 
angle was measured at only one axial location - behind 
the inlet guide vane (IGV). The deviation angles be-
hind the remaining stationary blades are assumed to be 
zero; that is, the flow angle equals the trailing edge 
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blade metal angle at these locations. From calibration 
plots for the flow angle probe and individual probe 
measurements, total pressure can be obtained thus al-
lowing pressure loss input for the IGV (ref. 7). 
Figure 5 shows the non-dimensional pressure profile be-
hind the IGV. Because of flow angle probe structural 
limitations data was only obtained in the upper 40 per-
cent of the annulus. The remainder of the curve repre-
se-ts an approximate profile. Total pressure profiles 
at other locations are shown in Figures 6, 7, and 8; 
total temperature profiles are shown in Figure 9. In 
all figures zero percent span corresponds to the fan 
hub. Approximate stator losses for stator 1, stator 2, 
and the flow straightener were computed from blade 
geometry and NACA tables (ref. 8). 
station input data is entered into the aerodynamic 




Station 5, IGV inlet: 




PI = 136.907 KPa 
(19.856 psia) , and 
temperature, Tl = 
442.82K (797.08R), 
exist across engine 
inlet annulus. Whirl 
angle is assumed to be 
zero. 
No data is input 
(NDATA = 0). These 
stations are used to 
establish the flow 
field at the inlet. 
Constant entropy 
(NWORK = 0) from 
previous station (NLl 
= -1) assumed for five 
radial points (NDATA = 
5) • 
Twenty-one data points 
(NDATA = 21) specify 
flow angle (NWORK = 6) 
and total pressure 
(NLOSS= 1) as a func-
tion of radius. 
136.392 < P < 136.795 
KPa. 
station 7, first 
rotor inlet: 
Station 8, first 
rotor outlet: 
No data is input. 
Twenty-one data points 
specify total pressure 
(NWORK = 1) and total 
temperature (NLOSS = 
2) as a function of 
radius. 473.82 < T < 
495.96 K. 
Notice that the modified reference 4 program is called 
upon to accept total pressure input for a stator sta-
tion (station 6) and total temperature input for a 
rotor station (station 8). At station 6, the magnitude 
of all DATA2 (NLOSS = 1) input is greater than the ar-
bitrary limit value of 2.0, hence total pressure input 
is assumed. At station 8, the magnitude of all DATA2 
(NLOSS = 2) input is greater than the limit value of 
l.~, hence total temperature input is assumed. The 
next nine stations (9 - 17) follow the pattern estab-
lished by stations 5 - 8 above. The last three sta-
tions, 19 - 21, set the outlet conditions. Input data 
at all points is interpreted by a spline fit (NTERP = 
0) and read in as a function of percent radial span 
(NDIMEN = 3). A constant annulus wall boundary layer 
thickness is assumed for all axial stations. 
The subsonic solution (NMACH = 0) to the flow field 
was obtained at all specified axial stations. The mod-
ified reference 4 computer program converged to within 
a tolerance of 0.3 percent (TOLNCE = 0.003) after 53 
iterations. Output for all twenty-one streamlines at 
each station consist of velocity components, radius of 
curvature, pressures, temperatures, and flow angles. 
The industry program was prepared and run with the same 
inpl't information. The result was convergence to with-
in tolerance of 0.25 percent after 38 iterations. 
Computer output for stations 7 and 8 for the modi-
fied reference 4 program and the industry program is 
compared in figures 10 through 15. Figures 10, 11, and 
12 compare total pressure, total temperature, and flow 
angle, respectively. Figures 13, 14, and 15 compare 
the velocity triangle components: Meridional, radial, 
and relative velocity. In these figures, the modified 
reference 4 program output is symbolized with triangles 
while the industry program output appears as circles. 
All data is expressed as normalized ratios with the 
normalization constant as indicated on each graph. 
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Relatively good agreement is obtained between the 
modified reference 4 computer program and the industry 
program. The greatest variations in the output of the 
two streamline analyses appears at the annulus boun-
daries. This is probably due to different methods of 
handling the boundary information or differences in the 
internal program interpolation (spline fitting) rou-
tines. This is best evidenced in Figures 10(b) and 
I' 'b). In both figures the industry program output 
deviates from both the reference 4 program output and 
the specified pressure and temperature input profiles 
at the fan hub (zero percent span). This descrepancy 
leads to differences in velocity and flow angle which 
can be seen in the remaining figures. 
The significance of this output discrepancy depends 
on the initial purpose of the analysis. AS an example, 
the maximum difference in station 7 blade hub inlet 
flow angle, from Figure 12(a) 1 is approximately 3.39 0 
(-3.08 < a < 0.310 ). This change in inlet flow angle 
at the hub will not greatly affect the overall blade 
pr~ssure distribution because of the good agreement in 
flow angle output at spans greater than 10 percent. 
However, since the onset of stall flutter is sensitive 
to steady state blade incidence (ref. 9), this flow 
angle difference at the hub could be a concern.* Since 
the pressure and temperature output of the modified 
reference 4 computer program matches the pressure and 
temperature input profiles at stations 7 and 8, velo-
city components, flow angles, and remaining thermody-
namic output is more credible than the industry program 
output. 
Despite the differences in output from the two com-
puter programs, a three dimensional analysis is much 
more accurate than a two-dimensional (radial velocity 
equal to zero) analysis. A two-dimensional program run 
by the author gave a station 7 flow angle of 14.150 • 
The modified reference 4 program shows that the true 
st ~ion 7 flow angle ranges from -3.08 0 at the hub to 
14 56 0 near 75 percent span. The relative magnitudes 
of the velocity components, shown in Figures 13, 14, 
and 15 also indicate the significance of the radial 
velocity for this example. 
*1f this difference in blade inlet flow angle had oc-
curred at the blade tip, a more serious situation would 
result because the blade is more critically loaded in 
this area. 
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Figures 16 and 17 demonstrate the modified CALCOMP 
plotting routine, UD0312, in the aerodynamic section of 
the modified reference 4 program. Figure 16 is a 
streamline plot which shows the streamline contraction 
through the fan module. The static pressure distribu-
tion for the hub, mid, and tip streamlines for the fan 
is shown in Figure 17. 
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
The aerodynamic section of Richard Hearsey's axial 
compressor streamline computer program was successfully 
modified to allow direct input of measured radial pres-
sure and temperature profiles obtained from engine or 
cascade data. subroutines UD0302 and UD0307 contain 
the specific modifications to permit the input combina-
tj~n of flow angle and total pressure for stators and 
the input combination of total pressure and total tem-
perature for rotors. All modifications were accom-
plished without changing the computer program's origi-
nal input format. 
The internal CALCOMP subroutine, UD03l2, which 
plots streamline mesh and static pressure distribu-
tions, was modified to be compatible with an old ver-
sion (1964-65, Version 5) of the plotting package. The 
user must decide which version of UD03l2 satisfies his 
computer facility requirements. 
The included example demonstrated how to construct 
th~ input deck for the aerodynamic section of the modi-
fi~d Hearsey program. The modified program was run and 
the results were compared with an industry program 
which accepted radial pressure and temperature profiles 
directly. Good agreement was obtained from the two 
analyses which indicates that the modifications to 




P total pressure, Pa 
Pr relative total pressure, Pa 
p static pressure, Pa 
T total temperature, R 
static density, Kg/m 3 p 
w relative total pressure loss coefficient 
a absolute flow angle, deg 
f3 relative flow angle, deg 
C absolute velocity, m/sec 
W relative velocity, m/sec 
U 'bucket' or rotor velocity, m/sec 
Subscripts: 
x axial direction 
y tangential direction 
r radial direction 
m meridional direction 
A rotor inlet 
B rotor outlet 
1-21 axial station identifier 
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APPENDIX B 
The following list highlights the flexibility built 
into Richard Hearsey's Axial Compressor Program, 
references 4 and 5. Some of the specific program capa-
bilities are: 
1. versatility to use program for design, off-
design, and analysis computations. 
2. Allow intrablade station locations. 
3. Two forms of momentum equation to calculate 
subsonic and supersonic solutions of the flow 
field. 
4. Allow input in any set of consistent units. 
5. Ability to specify inlet flow distributions. 
6. Ability to run program without specifying some 
nonzero loss criterion. 
7. Multiple speed runs without inputting entire 
deck (just specify percent 'design' speed). 
8. Plots of midstreamline position showing conver-
gence or divergence of analysis versus iter-
ation at each station location. 
9. CALCOMP plots of final streamline mesh and 
static pressure distribution. 
10. NASTRAN compatible output (pressure difference 
for calculation of blade stresses). 
11. Code does blade design as well as aerodynamic 
streamline calculation. 
12. Arbitrary blade shapes can be designed. 
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APPENDIX C 
In stator passages, the relative total pressure 
loss coefficient reduces to the absolute total pressure 
loss coefficient as follows: 
A subscript implies stator inlet. 
B subscript implies stator outlet. 
Symbol definitions from Hearsey's program 
instructions, reference 4 and figure 1: 
Pr' - Inser.tropic relative total pressure 
Pr - Relative total pressure 
P - Total pressure 
p - Static pressure 
p - Density 
w = 
pr' - pr 
For incompressible flow: 
Pr' = = p + 1/2 PW
2 
A A 












substituting (2) into (1): 
-w .. 
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- p + pU B 
(2 ) 
" 
{~ - CyJJJ 
For stators, U = 0, therefore: 
w = 
P. - PB PA - PB 
= 
P A - PA 1/2 P CA 
2 
( 3) 
This is the definition of absolute total pressure loss coefficient. 
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APPENDI X D 
Source listing of the modified subroutine UD0307, which supplies UD03AR 
with enthalpy and entropy, appears below. Modifications are on lines 61 - 65, 
69 - 72, 142 - 146, and 158 - 160. 
1 SUBROUTINE UDala7 5 n 75 z. 
2 R [A L LOS S ,L A f'1 I ,L A M I PI, LA P1 1/'11 $ 07" 3 
3 COHP10PI NSTt,S, NS TRt1S ,"MAX, NFORC~~..sli..SPL IT ,HR_CAO .~PUtiC!l..lie.AG.$c.1~L __ .A. 
'lIE, N SET 1 ,PI S[ T Z, I S TAG , n: AS [ ,1 F " IL a , rP ASS, Yo I v FA I L , IFF A I L , NM I x.N TR A N SS 071 S 
5 Z,NPLOT, ILOSS ,lNCT .ITUS .ItHp. HA ~1 JTf..E..J.Q.U..w2Ji.2,LOG3.l0GII .lO:;5.l0'07$ 6 
b 3G6,IPRINT,,,H"NY,NSTPlT,N[QIO S07'l7 
1 COHHOPI NSP[C 130' .Ni/ORK u..JLWJ .... Q ... S.c'c_-"-,,,...L..uD AIA 1301 ,NTU£.UIll.lt11A.CH UQ 1-'071 . __ 8 
8 1 , fi L1 C 3 C t , N L Z C3 0 , , NO I Ii E fil 3 0 ; , lSI f3 0 J • I S Z 13 0 , , IS 3 C3 0 ) ,N E VA L (30 , , NO IF 5 0 H <;1 
9 2F C II' I pjDF:Ll3 n) I tiLlIE..JLI3Q J ,,"ifl i 2 h MftJ:J....L2.l.,lKlJRVE [ 3D' • N WHI CH I 1 D' • NO U u.s.a.7 lL ..... ....l a 
10 3(30),IWUT2l3(jIINOUT3C3C~.NBLAC[13')) sa7s 11 
11 COMI1011 01"11.5,21,!ojFRIClll,5.ZJ S01" 12 
lZ COHHON RIZ1,30),XUZ1,30'.xC21,3CI,H(ZI.30hS(21,30J,VI1121,30',V"(sn7s 13 
13 12 It 30 ~EU 121 , 3 oJ' ,0 IFF ( 15 lit " EOHU b lIS ,If' ,FO HIO« 1 5 ,II) , FOIlP 115. liJ 5 07S ___ 111 
lit 2,TERAOCS,Z) S07S 15 
15 C OI1HON DATA( ( 1001,0 A TA l( 1 O...!llLQqAj? 11 C;O, ,0 A fA3« 1 C~TA It ( 1 oOJ.JOA TAs Q1' __ 16 
16 1511001,DATA6(100),I)AH7CI0Q',OATA'!IICSI,OATA9110Q),FlOWnOhSPEEOI!OO7'li 11 
17 2301 ,SP[) fA( ( 101,6 BlOe: II I 30) ,dO I ST ( 31'; I, R ~l CeK nO J ,101~ 8L (30 J ,X S TN l 150 J .\l.~lL 
18 3RSTNl15a),DELF(3c"OELC(1~OJ,DElT~(lCGI.TITLEfI8J,ORDHZe30J,RIHll3S01' 19 
19 II 0 1 , X 111 1 C3 a I , !oj a Rill 21 I , lCp S e 2 1 1 ,I AN f P S e 21 I, x IC 2 1 ) ,v v C 2 1 J • O;J.I( [~lJ ,LA. ~ 0. 7 '1. .. _ 2 n 
20 SHleZll,lAHIHl(211,l_HIPle21J,PHI121',CRe211,GAHAI21J,SpPG(21J,CPPG~07' 21 
21 6l211,HKfEPe21',SKEE P IZl,.V.KEEPI21"DELHI30J,OElTC3r., ~nJs 22 
22 e:OHHON VISK.SHApE,sClfAC,EJ,G,TOLNCE.XSCALE,PSCALE,PLOW,RLOW,XHMAXS01~ 23 
23 I.RCONST,fI'l2,HHIN,C1,PI,CONTR,CONI'IX '07S 2~ ... 
211 ll=I+NL1eI) S07S 25 
25 l2=I+Nl2lI) Sr7~ __ 2b 
26 IW=N.ORKII) 507~ 27 
27 Il=NLOSS(l1 'CH_.2!1 
28 XN=SPEE0l1J*SPDFACIICASEI*PI/(3~.0*SClfACI 5a7S 2Q 
29 GO T0(100,250,270,290,'IIIO,'IIIO,'I40I,11oI S,)1S 30 
30 lea GO TOllI0,190,210,110J,IL s07s 31 
31 110 IFeL2.NE.I,GO TO 150 '01' 32 
32 00 1110 J=l,NSTRP1S S'J7S 33 
33 IFlIPASS.EO.I.AND,lJER.EO.OJGO TO 12C ~,?~. 3" 
31t IflITER.EQ.OJVVeJJ=VI'IlJ,IJ 'i07'; ~: 
35 XI =H lol ,11 - C vv eJ J .*z+vw eol I 11** 211 (2. O*G* [ol 1 -:f· '_,"_::if. 
36 X2=HeJ,I'-CVi/lol,II •• 2-lvweol,IJ-XN*Rfol,IIJ •• 2J/l2.0*G*Eol) S07~ 37 
37 IfCX1.LT.HI'IINIX1=HI1IN U'J538 
38 IFlX2.lT.HI'IIN,XZ=HHIN 5075 39 
39 X3=1.Q/fl.O+LOSSlJI*ll.0-UOGltUl,SCJ,I1J/UDG4eX2ISlol,IJ"J saH 40 
'10 GO TO 130 S07s '11 
41 12G X3=1.0 S07S 112 
IfZ 13, HCJ,IJ-UOGZeSeJ,Lll,WORKlJJ/X3J 50711 43 
113 III Slol,IJ=U063IWcRKlJ"HeJ,III _'070; ... '*" 
4.. GO TO 230 SOH q5 
liS 150 DO 180 ol=l,NSTRI'IS IIn1S '16 
'16 IflIPASS.EQ.l.AND.L2.GT.IIGO TO 160 'S075 117 
'17 Xl=HIJ,lIJ-CVWIJ,ll'.*2-IVwIJ,ll'-XN.QeJ,llJJ**2J/l2.0*G*EJJ+XN**ZII07s 1f8 
'18 1*CRCJ,II**Z-Rlol,Lll**2J/l2.n*G*E.J S075 '19 
1f9 IF CXl.L T .HHlhIX 1 =HI1IN .' 01'_ ...... 50.. 
50 XZ=HIJ,L2,-eVl'leJ,lZ'**2+VWeJ.l21 •• 2J/12.0*G.EJJ S07s 51 
51 X 3=H eJ Il2)-' VIl~Z J •• 2- t V .. f .1 ,L 2 I -XN.R l J. LZ J I •• zll ( 2,0*6.("..1' 1107,>._52. 
52 IF' X2.L T .H"INJX2=HI1IN 507, 53 
53 IfIX3.LT.HHINIX3=HHIN S075 51t 
S" XQ=l,O-LOSSf.J"UD6I1Ul,SCJ,Ll".,U06qIX3,SlJ,L2JJ-UDG .. (X2,se.J,l2)IS07S 55 
55 lI$QH.... Sf> 
56 GO TO 170 5015 57 
17 
57 160 XIf=I.0 SOH 58 
58 170 HIJ~II=UOG2(SIJ.Lll.WORK(JI/Xq) S07~ 5~ 
59 l8i:) SIJ.I'=UOG311oo0RKI.JJ,HIJ,In S07$ 60 
('0 GO TO no --------------:s'-'og.1s~l--
61 190 KTEHP=o HOO.-JGw 
62 00 192 J=l,NSIRMS P1no.-~\L 
63 192 IFUBSILOSSIJJI.GTol.Ol KTEI'1P=KTEI'p·q 1'I00.-JG14 
___ ~9 IE(II'lE"'lh£.,,-.U~slJiCLJ.Q.-Z.U.5- _____ _ ________ JUlD~..lli\l. 
65 00 2;:;0 J=l.NSTRHS HOO.-JGw 
___ 66, ______ -'-H LJ..J.!;J-!...LJ_ .. ll' + I lJDIi2l5..LL..Ll1.....k;US" (J' '-H IJ ,L I" LUlS.S..I ... 1 "DIS .1>.3_ 
67 200 SIJ,I'=UOG311oo0RKI.J"HIJ,I') S07S 64 
68 GO 10 2 '!O ~07'l 65 
b9 20500 207 J=I,NSTRMS ~OD.-JG\I 
___ In.. H I JJ...4;:J.I.P G !;1.1..ft..QFJLlJ.L..LQ.ss (J I t _________________ -u,tO~..J6.W 
71 207 SIJ.I'=UOG3IWORKIJJ,HIJ,IJJ HOD.-JGW 
__ ~7~2 GO TO 230 ~o~~w_ 
73 21'; 00 220 J=I,NSTRHS SoH 66 
7'1 sl.J,U=SIJ,lll*lOSS,J, $075 67 
15 220 HIJ,I1=UOc2ISI.J, J),1I0,?Kf.J)) s07s 68 
___ 7_6 23'::; 00 2'1,) .J~S'LTL!R'!..M!:!dS ____ -=-_______________________ 'l:li.101.S..-f:l'L 
77 2'10 VWIJ,IJ='X~*RIMI1JI*VUIJ,I-J'+IHI.J'I'-HIJ,I-1'J*6.EJ"(XN*RIJ,IJ' $07S 70 
78 GO TO 570 S07$---IL 
79 ~-J 00 260 J=I,NSTRHS S075 72 
80 HI I.P=WORII 'J' :;07$ 73 
81 200 V~IJ,I'=IX~*RIH1 IJ'*VWIJ,I-l,+IH'J,I'-HfJ.I-U '*G*EJJlIXN*RIJ.IIJ !O'J7s 7q 
82 GO TO .33a SOH 75 
83 27G DC 280 J=I.NSTRMS S075 76 
S'I ~8J V.I.L!l..'=WoRKIJIIRIJ,I' _~QI~_u_ 
liS GO TO 310 5075 78 
li6 290 00 300 J=l,NSTRMS S07S 79 
07 30J VI/IJ,I'=wORKIJI s07~ 80 
88 310 00 320 J=l,NSTR"S s07~L. 
89 32C HI~,I)=HIJ,I-l'.XN*IRIJ,I)*VWCJ,I)-RIMlC~)*VW(J,I-l»1IG*[~J S07' 82 
90 .330 GO '013~O,400,'I20,340"IL 5075 ~3_ 
91 3'10 IFIl2.h~.I1GO TO 370 SOH 81+ 
92 00 360 J=l,,.STR"S SQI~,._. __ _ 
93 IFIIPASS.EC.l.ANO.ITER.EQ.OIGO TO 350 i"'i'\ ~" 
9'1 IF I ITER .EO. 0' VV I.J '=VH r J,IJ . _____ .JL"~_tl.J __ 
95 Xl=HCJ,I'-CVVIJJ.*Z+VWIJ,I'**Zlll2.0*(i$EJ' \0711 86 
96 X2=HIJ,t'-IVI/CJ,I'*.2-(VWIJ,I'-XrJ*RCJ,IJ'~*2J/fl...n*G*E~, <;J!I'J.~_9_ 
97 IFIl(1.lT.HMIh)x1=-tHIN 1007590 
98 IFI~2.lT.HMINJXZ=HMIN ~~7S 91 
99 X3=1.01f1.C+lOSS CJI*ll.O-UOGlfIXl,SIJ,1J J/U06'1CX2,SIJ,IJJIJ Ti07S '92 
__ UJO GO TO 360 1PJ~-.93_ 
101 3' X3=1.0 S07' <;-=1 
102 3 SIJ,IJ=UOG31X3*UOG4IHI.J,IJ,SIJ,llJj,H(J,IIJ '075 95 
1u3 GO TO 570 S07s 96 
1C~"~ ____ ~3~7~a~~0~O~~3~9~0~J===1~,~N~S~T~R~H~S~~~~~~-=~~~ ______________________________ ~S~O~7~$~_9~7 
105 IfIIPASS.EO.1.AND.L2.GT.I1GO TO 380 507' 98 
106 Xl~HIJ,L1J-IVWIJ,llJ**Z-IVWCJ,Ll'-XN.RIJ,ll'J*02'"2.0*6*E.JJ+XN.*Z~~~~~_ 
--fO=7---------=-1'-'-'. CR (..I, I ,*.2-R IJ,llJ *.1" I 2 .0*G*[.J J S07\O 100 
__ U:..a IF ()(l.l T.HHlk'XI =HHIN SOJ$ 101 
lC9 X2=HIJ,l2'-CV"CJ,L2J**2*VWCJ,l2'.*2JIIZ.0*G*EJ' 'Sa7'.! 102 
110 X3=HIJ,L2'-IVWIJ.lZ'.*2-CYWCJ,LZ'-XN*RIJ,L Z" •• 2"12.0*G*EJJ so7S 103 
III IF'~2.lT.HMINIX2:H"IN 507$ 10~ 
lIZ IFIX3_.LT.!l_I'1IN'X3=HHIN "Ob.JJJ5._ 
--lf3 X,+=1.0-lOSSI.JI/U064IXl,SIJ,Ll"*IU061fIX3,SIJ,L1"-UOG4IX2,SIJ,L2J'S07'l 106 
18 
1111 I' 507$ 107 
115 GO TO 390 SD.1.LI08 
116 3aG x4=1.0 5075 109 
__ ~17 390 SIJ,n=U063fXII.UOC4IHIJ,p,SIJ,Ll)J,IiIJ,!jL SOH. ~lO. 
118 GO TO 570 SOH III 
119 1100 00 1110 J=I,NSTRMS \07$ 112 
120 roC SIJ,IJ=U063IUOGllIIiIJ.Ll,.lOSSfJ )*IHiJ.I,-H(J.Ll",SIJ,llJJ,HIJ,I'Jl07S 113 
121 GO TO 570 . __ . _. ____ . ~()7LIIIL 
122 1120 00 1130 J=I,NSTRMS S07S 115 
123 113G SIJ,H:S,J,U,.LOSS!J' 'l . .tt7'li .. llll 
1211 GO TO 570 SOH 117 
125 11110 00 1150 J=1..'iSTRr~s ~QH lUL 
126 1150 XIIJ'=HCJ,I-l'-X~.RIMl(J'.VWIJ,I-1'/IG.(JJ 507$ 119 
127 GO TOI1l60,5IG,55G.1I6rL!..J...L S07$_12'J 
128 1160 IFIL2.NE.ltGO TO 1190 S07$ 121 
__ 1_2.~9 ______ -,O'c'0"--",,-,8,,,0",--,J!!.-=--~l.I.,:.!,N SlR M S 'El n . 1.2 2 
130 X2=XIIJJ'CXN.RIJ,I'J •• 2/12,~.G.EJt 11/01/77 
131 IFIIPASS,[Col.ANO.ITER.EC.O)GO TO 117C H'H 12..L. 
132 IFIITER.EC.O,VVIJ'=VMIJ,I, S07S 124 
133 C .... DEI ETE THIS STATEMENT .... UpDATE: 11/0 .. 1/71 S07S.12.5 
1311 Xl=X2-VVIJI.*2*II.0'TeETAIJ,rt •• 21112.0*G*EJ' S07$ 126 
135 IFIXI.l T.HI1IN!X1=IiMIN S!lIS_.l.2.7 
136 IFIX2.lT.HI1IN'X2=IiMIN S07S 128 
13 7 X .. = 1 .0/11 • Q'l 0 S S I J I • I 1 .1) - U 0 G II I Xl. S I .1 ,II II UO Git IX 2, S I J. II J J J SOU ..l2'L 
138 GO TO 1180 SOH 130 
139 117Q X3=1.0 'C7' 131 
1110 1180 SIJ,IJ=UOG3fX3*UCGIICX2,SIJ,Ll!l,X2, S07S 132 
1 II 1 GO 'r 0 5 7 a ~ 0] '!; _ 13 3 
1112 1190 KPRES=O MOD.-JG~ 
1113 DO 1,<;2 J=I'NSTR"IS MOD. -JG~ 
11111 1192IF(IlBS(lOSSCJJ).GT.2.0'KPRES=KPRES+l 1100.-.1['11 
1115 IF t'(PR!=S .E\l.NSTRMSI.§JL~Oj MOD. -JGW 
146 DO 5~a J:l,NSTRHS MOO.-JGW 
___ ~11 •..J7'-_____ -'X=--I!=---_-:..:...:Xl (.I J+ IXN*R 1 . .1' II J •• 2112.o..!G.( J' ~07,; 13'5 
l'1b IfIlCI!.LT.HI1IN,Xq=HMIN 5,)75 13', 
149 xl=I)DGIlIXII,SIJ,ll)) SO-.:._1.~· 
150 IfCIPASS.EQ.l.AND.L2.GT.I'GO TO sea ~.'I"'<, n~ 
151 X2=XIl.J"IXN.RIJ,L21 ' •• 2112.0.G*EJ' <;')7~ 13 Q 
152 x3:tIlJ,L2J-rV1'lIJ,LZ, •• 2+VWIJ.L21 •• 2J/l2.0*G.EJJ ~07t 14:) 
__ ~1::.5=-3 _____ --,IFI)(2.L T.IiMIi'OX2=HMlN i.07!. 141 
154 IF(X3.LT.HI1INJX3=HMIN ';07i 142 
155 Xl=lll-LOSSCJ'*WDGII(X2,SIJ,L2))-U064IX3,S(J,LZ))J 5(,7$ IIlJ 
156 5JO SIJ,IJ=U063IXl,XII) S07~ I"q 
157 GO TO 570 _________ .~a7$ ll.j~_ 
158 05 DO 506 J=l,NSTRHS HOD.-JGV 
159 ,06 S(J,IJ:UOG31l0SSIJJ,XI(J)) HOO!~JGW ... 
160 GO To 570 "lOO.-JGw 
161 510 IFIIPASS.EQ.I.AHO.xTER.Ec.a'GQ TO 53C \07S 1116 
Ib2 00520 J=I.NSTRMS Srl7' 1 .. 7 
__ ~1~6~3,-_____ ~IFCITER.EC.0IVV(J)=VH(~I' . S07S 1118 
16- Xl=HIJ,I-l'+XN*rVVIJ,.rTBETAIJ,I'.xN*RCJ,IJ/YVcJ,J*RIJ.I,-RIH1rJ,.,07s 1119 
165 IVWIJ.I-l"/rG.EJ' 1011 __ 151)_. 
166 IfIXl.LT.HI1IN'Xl=HMIN '07S 151 
167 X2=UDG4flifJ.LIJ'IXl-HIJ.LlJ'.LOSSI.JJ,SrJ,Ll" SO.1.L...l..5.L 
168 520 SIJ.I'=U063IXZ,Xl' 507' 153 
169 Go TO 570 507'1 154 ----i1~0----5-3-0-~0~0~5~IILO~J~=L1-.~N-S~T~R-H~S----------------------·-------------'07' 155 
19 
171 5~O SIJ,I.=SIJ,ll. S07S 156 
____ L17L2~ __________ ~G~aL_JT~a~5u14g~--------------___________________________________________ ~S~O~7~~£2-
173 550 DO 560 J=l,NSTR~S S07S 158 
____ "-1.L74"--___ -"-St> u s«", lJ =5 I J.L 11 +L ass ,J) --'-O.l~--15-'l __ 
175 570 RETURN s07s 1bO 
176 END snzs J61 
-------------------------------------- - ------
20 
Source listing of modified subroutine UD0302, the input routine, 
below. Modifications are on lines 190 - 198. Statement labels which 
a date (line 177: 11/30/77) are program updates. 
appears 
indicate 
1 SUBROUT INE U00302 'O~L .. Z ----~2~------------~R~EAL LOSS,LAMI,LA~IPl,L.MI"l 'cZ~ 3 
3 C OHMON NS TNS .NS TRMS .NHA~O ReE ,!:!llJ,.~CA_~E:..LNsn I T t1!R(!P.L!'!J>-'J~c:.!h NP_A~_OZ' 'I 
" IE,NSETl'NSETZ,IsTAG,ICASE,IfAILO,IPASS,T,IVfAIL.IfFAIL,NMIX,NTRANSSOZ' ~ 
5 Z,NPLOT,ILOSS,LNCT,ITU9,IHIO,IFAIL,ITER,LOGI.LOGZ.LOr,3.LOG4.l0G5,LOSOZ~ 6 
6 3G&,IPRINT,NMANy,NSTPLT,~EQN '02' 7 
7 C OHMON NSPEC (30' ,,.WOR K (~J .. J',,-sJ 30-,-,r.o ~ {_A-.J.J.OJ .N) EJLI' t.lQ_4!f.l!~-';JH . .J'o"ll 02 ~_ S 
8 l,NL1(30J,NLZ(30I,NOIME~C301,IS) .!C;) :';:C301,r:.3C30",.EVAL(30),NDIH02' 9 
~9 __________ -=2,-,:f~(,-1i ) ,NOEL I 30 "NLITE R 13t:;~tZ_\:L.!c.'''0 I :2' I NCURVE' 3CI IN WHICH nO) .NQJ!Ll $. rt2..L_j ° 
10 3C30',NOUTZl3C',NOUT3l3cl,NBLAOE(30' 'oz' II 
__ -,1:.:1~ ______ -=-C-=-O"--'I-,H..::O.:..:N......::0....;Mc..:C~1,--,1,-,,,-,5<...J,,-,2~' !.W_F R • ~ f. I 1 ,5 , 2' !i ~ 2 __ 
12 COHMON RIZ1 , 30l,XLI21,30I,XC2I,30',HI21.30I,SC21,30',VMCZl,30J,VWI'OZS 13 
13~ __________ .::..:IZl'}2 , TBEP (ZI , 30),0 IFF 115, 'II .f0Ii.UFl II~t1fOH 10 q_5~l..r£Qne-.! l5..L91'OH Iii 
---iq Z,TERAO(S,2) 502' 1'5 
15 COllMaN OAT At II a.nl...,0 A TA III OJ' , OA TA~L1QQG..o.ili3 ( 100 t, PA.!lli 1'2.0] ,O~ "( Ai Q2 S 16 
1& 15(lO.::."DATAbll00l,DATA7(10G),OATAS:1CO"OATA9(1001,fLOWI10I,SPE[01502' 17 
17 Z 30 I , SP 0 FA C ( 10' , B Ell 0 C 1\ ( 30 1 ,BO I 5 T 13 OJ, Ii BL OC 1\ ( 30' ,ww B L (30 ) ,X S TN C 15 OJ • S 02 , 18 
18 3RSTNI150',DELfI30',D[LCCI00J,DELTA(100',TITLEClSJ,DROM2C30',RIM1(3,02' 19 
19 '10 " X 1M 1 C3 C, ,10 OR K 121 J ,LOS S I 71 , , T A HEP S 121 " x IC 21 , ,VV ( 21lJJ1EL II C 21'-, L~' 02' _ 2 Q 
20 5>1 I I 211 ,L AI" 1"11 (21 , ,L A 11 I PI 121' ,PH I 121 , ,CR 12 1 , ,G A 11 A 12 1 , , S P PG C 21 1 ,C P P G, 02 S 2 t 
21 61?II,HKEEPtZIJ,SKEEPI21J,VIiCEEPI21JJ.0ELHI3c"DELIC30J _~Q2~ __ 22 
22 COMI"CN VISK .~HAPE,SCLFAC ,EJ,G, TOLNCE ,XS CALE,PS CAL[, PLOW ,RLOW ,XH'1AU02~ 23 
23 I,RCONST,Ft'2,HHIN,CI,PI,CONTR,CO"lMX '02' 21l 
2~ DIMENSION IIt21,301,~Jt21,30' S02, 25 
Z5 ECUIVALENCE IH,II,,(S,~J) s02' 26 
---2& COM"ON/PAGEILIHI T ,LO s 02'----Z7 
27 "IEVALC 11=0 SOH ._Pl_ 
28 RE,DtLOG1,10CJTITLE 502, 2° 
29 100 FORHATllSA~' !i02$ 30 
30 wRITECL06Z,110)TITLE '02' 31 
31 110 FOR>1 AT C lax ,I CHIN PUT DATA ,1,10 x, 1 U 11 H *J, ",lOX, 5HTI HE, 3ltX ,2H=_!_tI3A~02' ___ 32 
---32 111) S 02' 33 
33 LNCT =tNCT .I! '02' __ 34 
3q CALL UDGlfLNCTJ '02' 35 
3S READ ILO Gl, 12G' NS TNS, NS TRMS, '" M AX ,NfORCE. NBl, NCA S[ ,NSPL IT ,N SE II ,NSE T, Q2~_" ~L 
30 1Z ,NREAD ,NPUNCH,NPlOT ,NPA6E ,NTRANS ,NM IX,NMA~Y,NSTPl T ,NEON 5 C2~ :. i 
37 12J fORMATtlSI3, ~n2~ 3A 
38 IfINSTRMS,EO,C'NSTRP'S=ll se2' 39 
39 IFINMAX.EO.OINM,X=IIO S02s ~O 
~O IF INFORCE,EQ ,8'NFORCE=10 s02' 'II 
Itl IFCNCAS[,EQ,CINCASE=l S02~ 4Z 
~2 IFtNPAGE.E~,GINPAGE=SD ,02' 43 
113 LQ=LOG2 '02S 41l 
---"4------
45 











CALL UD0303CLNCT,19' S02' 1i6 
II RI TE (LOG2, 130 I N STNS, NSTR"1S ,NHA X ,NfO RCE ,NBL,~CASE ,N SPLI T ,NSET I,NSE' 02'--"-7-
1T2,NR[AD,NPUNCH,NPLOT,NPAGE,NTRANS,NHIX,NHAHY,NSTPLT,NEON 50Z, 118 
fORHATt2X,I,10X,l&HNUMBER OF STATIONS,21X,lH=,I3,I,10X,21HNUMBER 0'02s 1j9 
If STREAMLINES,18X,IH=,I3,I,10X,20HMAX NUMBER OF PASSES,I9X,IH=,I3,'02S 50 
21,10X,30HI'1U NU'1BER Of ARBITRARY PASSES,9X,IH=,I3,I,lOX,29H80-UNOARsoi-,- 51 
3T LATER CALC INDIcno.R,10X,lH=,I3,/,lOX,21lHNUp!BER OF RUNNING e . .oIN1'_n~~_ 5Z 
'IS,15x,lH=,I3,1,10X,33HSTREAHLINE DISTRI~uTION INOICATOR,6X,lH=,I3,S02S 53 
5/,10X,3ItH~U"1BER OF LOss/D-fACTOR CURvE SETS,5X,lH=,I3!/,IOX,3I1H~UM50Z5 S4 
6BER OF LOS5/i,E,LOSS CURVE SETS,5X,lH=,I3,I,10X,26HSTREAMlIN[ I~PUICZ$ 55 
7T INOICATOR,13X,IH=.I3,I,IOX.27HSTREAMlINE OUTPUT INO:t.e:ATO~t12_X_,lH~02'l 5.6_ 
S=,I3,I,lOX,2~HPRECISION PLOT INDICATOR.lSX,lH=,I3,I,10X,24HMlX NUMS02' 57 
21 
57 9BER OF LINES/PA6E,15X,lH=,Il.I,lOx,Z9HwAK[ TRANSPORT CALC INDItATOSOlS 58 
58 AR.IOX,lH=,lJ,/dOX,3ZHIUINSTREt.'" MIX ING CJ...LLIliDICATOR,7x,lH=,Il./ll2.S ___ 5'2. 
59 e,lOX,33HNO OF STATIONS FROM ANALYTIC SECN,6X,IH=.I3,I,10X.27HLINE-S02' 60 
___ ~O CPRINTER pLOT INOICQOP.,12X,lH-,I3,I.IOX .32H~O"'ENTU'" EQUAJIO" f01UtJ02.S _b1 
61 OINOICATOR,7X,IH=,13' S02S 62 
6Z ITUB=NSTR"'S-1 '02S~ 
63 IHIO=NS TRHSI Z+l 502' bll 
64 IrINMANY.EQ.OIGO To 13b . .sOZS .b~ 
65 REAO'L06lr1~ZI'N\jHICHIII,I=l,N~, n 50Z~ 66 
66 132 FORMAT (2413) $02!_ 67. 
67 CALL UOCl031LNCT ,21 S02S 68 
68 IIRITEIL062,134HNI.'H!r!::ri,I=I,NMAN"tJ 502' 6..£.-
69 Ill! FORHATIZX,I,lOX,51HGEOMETRV COMES FROM ANALYTIC SECTION FOR STATI05025 70 
70 INS ,2313 J ~.02~--.l1. 
---71 136 CALL UDQ303(LNCT,7' 'e2' 72 
7 2 REA D I La Gl1..111 0' G' (.1, S CLF. C ,T OJ NC E, VI S P(,S HA pE , P.Z_'_ .. 7l . 
73 140 FORMATlbFI2. 0 , 50Z5 111 
711 IFIG.EQ.O.QIG-32.174 $025 1S 
75 IFIE.J.EQ.O.O)[.J=778016 'OOZ576 
76 IF(SCLfAC.EQ.O.OISClfAC=12.0 50ZS 77 ---77---------~I~f~I~TOlNCE.EQ.0.OITOlNCE=0.OOI '02S 78 
78 IF lVISlt .Eo. 0 .01 V I~-=.!L!J1JO 18 5.oL'n-1.9_ 
79 If(SHAPE.EQ.O.OJSHAPE=0.7 50Z$ SO 
80 liRIT((LOG2,15C)G,E.J,SCLFAC,TOlNCE,VISK,SHAP[ SOZ5 8L 
81 150 fORHATt2x,l,lOX,22HGRAVITATIONAL CONSTANT,17X,lH=.f8.~.I.IOX,17H.J0502S 82 
82 lULES EQUIVAlENT,2ZX.IH=,f8.l,I.10X,29HLINEAR DI~ENSION SCALE FACT050~~ __ ft3 
83 ZR,lOX,lH=,f8.1!,I.IOX.1SHBASIC TOlERANcE,ZIIX,lH=,f8.5,1,10X.19HKINE502S BIf 
8" lMATIC VISCOSlTV,20X.IH=,f8.5,1, 10X,17H8.L. SHAPE FACTOR,Z2X.IH=,fS50Z~_._~'> 
85 4.51 50Z5 86 
86 CALL UDQ303ILNCT,71 SOZ~ ~J 
87 READILOGl,140)XSCALE ,PSCAlE,RlOII,PLOII,X"MAX.RCONST SOZS 8e 
88 IFlX~"AX.EI.I.C.0IXMMAX=0.6 5('25_. __ 89 
69 IfIRCONST.EQ.0.0)PCONST=6.0 SC2~ 90 
90 IIRITE(lOG2,HOIXSCALE,PSCALE,RLOII,PlOII,XHHAX,RCONST 50Z' 91 
91 160 fORMATlZX,I,lOX,2 9HPLOTTING SCALE fOR DIMENSIONS,lOX,lH=,F7.l,I,10S0ZS 9? 
92 lX,28HPLOTTl\tG SCALE FOR PRESSl!RfS,llx,lH=,f7.3.I.I0X.2ZHHINIHUM RASCc,:,._';:, 
93 20lUS ON PlOT,17X,IH=,F7.3.I.IOX,24HHINIHU", PRESSURE ON PlOT,15X,lH!.r:2', ') ... 
'II! 3=,f7.l,I,10X.40HHAXII'1UI'1 I'1-SQUAREO IN RELAXATION FACTOR =,r8.4.1,10:;'_O~.S_'1<; 
95 IIx,29HCONSTANT IN I<ElAXATlON fACTOR,lOX,lH=,FB.4J S02S 96 
96 CALL UD0303ClNCT,31 S02_' __ 'F 
97 READ(LCG1,11l0ICONTR,CONMX 5025 98 
98 IIRITE(LOGZ.164)CONTR,CONHX 5025 99 
99 1611 fOR"AT(ZX,I,lOX.ZZHWAKE TRANSFER CONSTANT,17X,lH=,f8.5,1,10X,Z5HTUs02S lao 
lCO lRBULENT MIXING CONSTANTtl!!!..tlH=,!",.8.5) '02' 1.01 
101 CALL U003031LNCT ,S+NCASE) 502' 102 
102 READ(lOGI,17CJ(FLOW(KI,SPOfAC(iO,K=1,NCASE) SOZS IC3 
103 1 J FOR"AT(2F12.0) 502-'-1011 
10" IIRITEllOG2,IBOJ(K,flOIlCICJ.SPDFAC(K),I<=l,NCASE) 5025 105 
105 180 FORHAT(2X.I,10X,21HPOINTS TO BE C0I'1PUTED,II,lOX.ZHNO,6X,8HfLOIiRATESOZS 106 
106 1,IIX ,IZHSPEED FACTOR ,11,( lOx. 12, F13.l.F1'" 3) J _'_Q2'_.107 
107 REAO(L061.19CIll,lXSTNIKJ,RSTN(KI,K=loLlJ SOZS lOB 
108 190 FORHAT(I3,1,(ZflZ.0') 50ZS ~a~ 
109 ISTA6=0 SOZS 110 
110 IFCRSTNCl'.rQ.O.O'ISTAG=1 ~02S 111 
111 NSPEC(lJ=ll S02S 112 
11Z CAll UOOl03(lNCT.7+11, 'Q2L113 





















FORHATI2X",lOX.36HA~NUlUS I COMPUTING S1_T10N GEOHETRY,II,lDX,2"H502S 115 
ISTATION 1 SPECIFIED BY,13.7H POINTS,II,17X'''HXSTN,8X'''HRSIH,II,ISnzS 1~ 
2F22.II,FI2.IIJJ 5025 117 
ISlIl'~1 5025 118 
LAS1~Ll 5021 119 
DO 220 I=2,NSTNS 5025 120 
REAOIL061,21G,ll 5025 121 
FORHATCIlJ lOZI 122-
NEXT~LAST'1 1025 12l 
LAST~LAST'l1 1025 .1~~ 
IFIlAST.GT.150'GO TO 550 102' 125 
READllOGl.17(jllXSTr':":'flShCK',I(~NrxT,lASTJ S02s 126 
IFlRSTNINEXTI.EO.O.ClISTAG=I 5025 127 
CAll UOCl03clNCT ,S.U J lOZ~-.l~IL 
ISIIIl=NEXT S02S 129 
NSPECCII=Ll SOZ~~_ 
WPlTEClOGZ,230)l,LlolXSTNlU,RSTNlKl.K=NExT,LASn S02S 131 
FORHATlZX,I,lOX.7HSTATIDN,Il,llfH SPECIFIED BY,I3,7H POINTS,II,17X50?I 132 
1,IfHXSTN.8X,IIHRSTN,II,IF22.II,F12.4JJ S02S 13l 
133 
--13" . ___ -,S=-'P:,.:E::.:EDq J='].O S02S 13" READILOGl,2'1G'll,NTERPlIJ,NOIHENIl),NHACHll"IDATACIK),OATAI1K),DAS02S 135 
135 ITA2CKI,OATAllK"K=l,Ll,' SO~~ 
1 l6 2 J FORHATIIIIl,I,lIlF12.0J. 502S 137 
137 CAll UOr3C3ILNCT,7'llt 502S 138 
138 IS211'~1 S021 139 
139 NOATAIU=ll 1021 l'tJL 
1110 LAST-ll 1021 1~1 
11+1 wRITElLOG2,250JLl,NTERPIIJ,NOIMENClJ.NHACHClJ,IOATACIK',OATAICKJ.OS02S lll~ 
1'l2 lATA2IKJ,OATA3CK"K~I.l1) 102$ l~l 
lit 3 2S0 FOR~ATI2X.I,10X.2qHST.TrON CALCULATION OATA,II,7X,lBHSTATION 1 N50Z, l"q 
hit 10ATA=.Il,7H NTERP=,I2,8H NDIMEN=,I2.7H NMACH=,IZ,II,llX,5HOATAC,6XIOZI 1'15 
1115 
1~6 
.-=-_____ ~2,l'lH TOTAL PRE.SSURE, 'I X .17HTOTAl TEMPE RATURE,IIX, llHWHIRl .NGlE, 1/, C 5s0Z1 l~L 
3X,F12.II.F15.4,F19.3,FI8.3" ~025 147 
11;7 









157 2~ t 
--lSlf-----
159 2 , 











00 25Z K=l,ll 10ZI lq8 
DATAleKJ=OATAlcK,.SClFAC**Z 1021 1119 
LASTO=O 102~ t r 
NOUT1CIJ=0 502; l~i 
NOUTZelJ=O '~o?S--.1~_L 
00 320 1-2,NSTNS 10ZS 153 
LOGN=L061 '02_~J5'L 
IFeNHANY.EU.OJGO TO 258 S02$ 155 
00 2511 Ll:l,NHANY 1025 156 
IFeNWHICHlLI'.EQ.I,GO TO 256 5021 157 
_-o:-C-=-O:..::.NTINU( 102s ~_. 
GO TO Z58 S02S 159 
LOGN=LOGS 10ZI 160 
REAOCLOGN,260lNOATA(lJ,NTERPIl"NOI~ENCI"N"ACHeIJ,N~ORKCI),NLOSS(S02S 161 
11' ,NL 1C I. ,NLZ (I J ,NE VAL n • ,NCURY E C yJ • NU TER C II , NOEL C II, N Oull II) , NOUI 025 162 
ZT2CI"NOUT3CI',NBlAOECIJ 1025 163 
FOR~ATC16I3J SOZS 16q 
Ll=3 SOZS 165 
IFINOATAlI,.NE.O,ll=ll'S.NOATAII. 10ZS 166 
IFINOELII'.NE.O'LI=L1+3.NOELCIJ 502S 167 
CALL U00303'L~CT.Ll J 10Z,. 168 
WRIYECLOGZ,Z7~'I,NOATACIJ.NTERPCI"NOI"ENII"NHACHCIJ,NWORKIIJ,NLOI02S 169 
15SC!'.NlIII,.NlZIIJ,NEVALCI,.NCURVECI',NlITERCI"NOElCI'.NOUTIIIJ.~OZ' 170 
ZNOUTzel',NOU13CI.,NBlAO[II' S025 171 
23 
171 270 FORHATl2X,I, 7X,7HSTATION,13,8H NDATA=,I3,7H NTERP=,I2,8H NOI"EN=SQ2S 172 
172 1.I2.7H NHAC;H=,I2.7H NWORK=.IZ.7H NLOSS=~.5P. t.lt1=.TJ.5H Nt 2=.J3,7S02'i 173 
173 2H NE'VAL=,I2,8H NCURVE=,I2,8H NLITER=,I3'bH NDE~=,I3,I,19X,6HNOUTl=S02' 17_ 
IH 3.r2.7H NOUIZ=.I2.7H NOIIT3=,IZ.BH Nel ADE'- U, 'OZ~ 
175 SPEEDI I J=O.O ' S02S 176 
176 IFCfIOAHCI).EQ 0)60 TO 320 SelS 177 
177 IflNWORKCIJ.EC.7)NLOSScIJ=1 11/30/77 
178 N£XT=LAST+1 I02~11L 
179 LAST=LAST+~OATAIIJ 1021 179 
180 IS2,IJ=NEXT S021-lB0-
181 IflLAST.GT.I00)GO TO 553 S02S 181 
182 RfAOlLOGN.2HCJSPEEul!),lOAIACIK1,OATAllK),DATA2cKI,OATA3CKJ.OATA'fS02s 182 
183 lK',OATA5lK),OAH6IX',OATA7IK),OATASlKJ,I)ATA9lK',K=NEXT,LAST' 1021 183 
lall 28C FOR'UTlFl2.0",fbflZ.O,'.4F12.0JJ '-tlZ..'-___ H.1L 
185 WRITElLOG2,190JSpEEDlI),COArAClKJ,O~T~llK),DATA1'KJ.OATA3fKI,DATA'I02' 185 
186 1 f K) ,OA lAS lK) ,OA TAbl K) ,Oa T a7 l K), OA TAB lKJ ,OATA9 f K J ,1(=NEXy,LASTP IQZ.~L 
187 290 FORMATllX,I,lOX,7HSPEE'D =,F9.1.",13X,SHDATAC,7X,SHOATAl,7X,SHDATAI02$ 187 
188 12,7X,5HOATA3,7X,5HDATA4,7x.5HDATA5.7x,SHDATA6.7X.SHOATA7.7X.5HOATAICZS 18B 
189 28'7X,5HDATA9""II0X'F9.',F12.3,F13.6,Fl1."fI2.S,F12.S,'FI2.", S02S 189 
190: ______ ...,I:...;:f---,IL:N,:..:L""O S S (1) • NE • 1 J GO TO 293 ~G)L 
191 K pRESS=o HOD .-JGII 
192 00 291 II=NEXT,UST HOQ...::.tG.tL 
193 291 IFIA8StOAUZ(K)).GT.2.C)KPRESS=KPRESS+l HOO.-JGII 
19' KCHECK=LAST-NE'XT+l HOO.-JG" 
195 IFIKPRESS,Nr.KCHECK'GO TO ,93 HOO._JGW 
196 DO 292 Ii:=NEXT,LAST HOO.-J.§Y_ 
197 292DATA2lIlJ=OATAZtK,.SCLfAC •• Z HOO.-JGII 
198 293 IflN.O~~(I"NE.l)GO TO 296 HOO.-JG~ ___ 
199 DO 294 K-NEXT,LAST S02S 191 
200 294 OATAllK,=OATAlIK'.SCLFAC •• 2 lOZS 19Z 
201 29b HlNEVAUH.GT.O.IINO.NSTRHS.GT.'-4DIlTA II) )LAST=LAST+NSTRHS-NDATAUJ 1021 193 
Z02 IFINDELlI).(C.O)GO TO 320 S02~_~ 
--2·03 NEXT=LASTO+1 102S 195 
204 LASTD=USTO+NDEL(I) S02S 196 
ZiJ5 IS31I)=NEXT S021 197 
206 IFtLASTO.6T.IDOJ60 TO 550 102;;: .~'!':.. ... 
2G1 REAOlLOGl,300JlDELClKJ,DELTAlK"K=NEXT,lASTD, S'l2~ 1'.19 
208 300 FORHATIZFI2.0J ~n~s ?OO 
209 WRITE lLOG2, 31 0) f DELe (K, ,OELT A lK ) ,K=NEXT ,lASTo) ,62"001 
210 310 fORI'lATt2x,',13X,IiHOELC,8X,5HDELTA,II,IlOX,F9.II,FIZ.q)) SO.~ ___ l.Q..~ 
211 32G CONTINUE ,02s 203 
212 CALL UDC303(LNCT,S+NSTNS' S02S 2014 
213 REAoILOGl ,330) lWBLOCK (1J ,BBLOCt( (I',BOISH 1) ,I=l,NSTNSJ S02S 105 
Z H 3: fORHA T I 3F 12.0) SJt2.LLO_f> ____ 
215 .RITElLOGZ,340'lI,WBLOCKII',BBLOCKII),BOISTfI"I=I,NSTNSJ 5025 107 
____ ~271=6 ______ ~3 J FORHATI1X,I,10X,3CHBLOCKAGE FACTOR SPEClfICATIONS,II,1DX,66HSTATIOIOZS 20B 
217 IN ~ALl BLOCKAGE WAKE BLOCKAGE WAKE DISTRIBUTION fACTOR,II,llS02S 209 
218 2JX,I4,FI6.5,FI6.S,FI9.3JJ 5021 210 
219 IFlNSET1.EQ.OIGO TO 380 l02S 211 
220 00 370 K=l,NSETI 1025 212 
221 REAOIL061,350JL1,IOIfF(J,I(),fDHUBfJ,K"FD"IO(J,I(',FOTIPfJ,k',J=I,LI02S 213 
222 11) SO?I 21' 
223 35u FORHATII3",l'flZ.0JJ 5025 215 
22' CALL UD0303(LNCT,6+Ll) '02S 216 
225 WRITl(L062,360JK,Ll,fDIFFfJ,K"fDHUBIJ,K"FO"ID(J,K',FDTIPfJ,K"J:S02S 217 
226 ll,L1, S02~lL 
221 360 FlR"ATI2X,I,10x,SSHLOSS PARA"ETER I DIFFUSION FACTOR CURVES fOR BlS021 119 
24 
Z28 lADE TTPE.IZ.I5.16H D-FACTORS 6IVEN.'1.1SX,9HDIFFUSION.SX,3CHL 0 S SOZI ZZO 
-229 ZS PAR A I' E T E R S,I,16X,7HfACIOeS ,O;<,lfi!1uB.9X ,3H"JO.8X,lHn~.N.L2'Zl 
Z3D 3,II,(l5X,F6.3,F13.5.flZ.S,Fll.5'J 1021 222 
231 370 NDIFF (I( J=U s.JlZ.LZZJ .. 
232 38C IF(NSETZ.EQ.C'SO TO 45 0 1021 221! 
233 DO 1140 K=ltNSET2 SQ2S 225 
231! READILOGl.390JLl.LZ le21226 
235 .590 fOR!1 ATI 2I3J 1!J2L22.1 ----Z3~6------ CALL UDn303ILNCT.7+LIJ $02~ 2ze 
237 NtI(KJ=LI lOZ.!..l.Z9. 
238 NRAD (I( J =LZ S02S 230 
239 REAO(LOG1.qOO'TER~D·:!kJ,(O~(J,1,K'.wFRAcrJ,l.Kl,J-l,Ll) se2s 23] 
240 400 fORMAT(f12.0,1,(2f12.0JJ '02s 232 
24 1 II R J TE C LOG 2 , II 1 0 , K ,l1 ,L Z • T ERA 0 C 1, K L~J-, 11. K " II f R A C I ..I, 1 , K J .... = h l-.l.LJ 0 Z s 2 33 
Z42 410 fOR!1AT(2X.I.IOX,51HfRACTIONAl LOSS DISTRIBUTION CURVES FOR BLADE Cl02s 2311 
243 lLASS,I2,I5,16H POINTS GIVEN AT.I3,17H RAOUL LOCATIONS.II,IQX-,-S-2HF~02~_.~J.5 
24" ZRACTION OF COHPUTINS STATION LENGTH AT PLAOE [XIT =,F7.II,II.10X,Z8Sn21 236 
Z45 3HfRACTION OF MERIOIONAL CHCRo,4X,26HLOSS/LOSS AT TRAILING EOG[,II,S02S 237 
Z46 Q(15x.fll.q,2CX,Fll.lI)J '02S 238 
247 Iff L 2. E Q. 1 , GoT 0 II 4 0 ~.D2 ~ 23.9 
Z48 00 420 L=2,L2 S02S 240 
249 CALL UD03D3CLNCT,5+Lp 5 o ?_' __ 2!!.t 
250 I?EADCLOGl,4:JOJTERAOCL,KJ,(O .. I .... L.KJ.WfRAC( ... ,L,KJ .... =1.L1' '02S 2112 
251 ~2a IIRITE(lOG2.q30JTHAOIL.K'.(~M( .... L,K) .IoIFRACIJ,L,K),J=l.LIJ ,02.~l.. 
252 '130 FOR!'!ATl2X,I.10X.52HFRACTION OF c0l'PUTtNG STATION LE"IGTH AT BLADE" [s02S 2'14 
253 IXIT =,F7.Q.II .10X,28HFR_CTION OF MERIDIONAL CHOFlO,IIX,26HLOSS/LOSS 50Z_~ 2~S 
2511 2AT TRAILINli EDGE,II.115x.Fll.'I.20X.Fll.Q" SOlS 2'16 
255 '140 CONTINUE SOZS 2'17 
256 'ISO IfINSPLIT.EQ.O.AND.NRE"AO.EO.OJGO TO 570 SolS 2"~ 
257 READ IL061.46C) (Onf 1..1' • ..1=1 ,~S TR"'S' 5025 2~-'L 
258 'I6u FORMATI6FI2.0' 1025 250 
259 L1=5 S02~ 251 
260 IFCNSTRMS.GE" .16 JL1=8 S02s 252 
261 CALL Uii0303fLNCy,LlJ 502S 253 
262 WRITE(LOG2.lt1CJ 5075 ? . 
263 Ll=NSTRMS 'c·, ~ ,. 
26e; If(NSTRMS.6T.lSJL1=15·0Z'; 2::'b 
265 WRlTEfLOG2,1I8!)J 1 ....... =l.Ll J ~J]2'--257. 
266 'laO FCRHATl2X.I.IGX.lOHSTREAML!NE".I5,l'lI1J 5025 258 
267 '110 FORHAT(ZX,I.IoX.78HPROPORTIONS Of TOTAL FLOW BETWEEN Hue AND EACH ID2'_259 
268 lSTRE"AHLINE ARE TO 8E AS FOLLOIIS' 5025 2uG 
269 WRITE( LOG2 .1I90J rDELF (JJ,J=l. LlJ 5025 261 
270 490 FORMATfl0X,qHfLO~,7X,15F7.IIJ 5025 262 
271 IF(NSTR"'S.LE.15)GO TO SOD se2s 263 
~2 Ll=L1+1 5025 26~ 
273 wRITEfLOG2,1I&0,(J,J=Ll.NSTR~S) 102S 265 
2 lit WR!TECLOG2.lf90J CoElF (JJ, ... =U.NS TR"'S' sozs 266 
275 ~OO IF(NREAO.EQ.CJGO TO 570 5025 267 
276 REAo,LOGl,SICJCCR(J.lJ,XCJ,IJ,Xl(J.IJ.IICJ,I',JJCJ,I •• J=l,NSTFlMSJ.S025 268 
277 lr=l,NSTNS. S02S 26~. 
278 510 fORMAH3FI2.0,2I3J sois· 270 
279 CALL UD0303CLHCT.5+NSTRPfS' 'O_2~~71 
280 IIRITEILOG2,520J 5025 272 
281 520 FORMAT'2x,I,10x,32HESTI~ATED STRE_~lINE COORDINATES' S025 273 
la2 DO 530 I=I.NSTNS so2S 274 
283 IF( I .ST.l JCAlL UD0303IUICT.3+NS TRMS J .~02!~.TI._ 
2811 530 WRITE(L062.5qOJ(I,JtR( ... ,IJtXIJ.IJ.XL( .... IJ,IICJ.IJ,~J'J,IJ.J=1.NSTRS025 276 
25 
285 111 S» S02S 277 
286 590 _----'~<L_ __ _'l.:.UL _ _I:f...!:0~RClM1I!AI..!T_'lWi2~XW!.:.L/...J[, ..... IJ,;nl.!>X...l.-,729.llH~S ..... I-"A ..... Y ..... IJ.L0.l1N_ ... S-<-Yli-R ... Ea.A oP'!Lo-..LI aN E'-----ll.R II 0 IuS AX U LeO OR DIN ATE "n 2 S-21IL 
287 1 L-COOROINATE CHECKS- I ~.II,l3X.2Ill.flq.q,r12.q,r16.q.II7S02S 279 
288 __ ~~~ ______ ~2~.JI~5U'U'L-____________________________ ~ ___ ~SoZJ_Z8Q_ 
289 GO TO 570 s~zs 281 
290 550 wRITElLOG2,SoOt SOlS 282 
291 "60 fOR"ATlIHl.IGX,33H~OB STOPPED - TOO HUCH INPUT DATA) S02S 283 
292 S lOP ___ _ ___________________ --lIS ell z all 
293 570 RETURN S02S 285 





Source listing of the 1964 - 65 Version 5 CALCOMP subroutine, UD0312, 
appears below. 
SUBROUTINE U0031 2 Sl?_~. 
-------~R~E~AL L6ss,LAHI,LA~IPl,L."IHl SIZS 3 
COMMON NS TNS .NS T RMS ,NMAX. NFOR~Lt!!I:!~~~1N.SPL IT ,NR EAD .~PUNCH.~~G!lZS II 
q lE,NSETl,NSETZ,ISTA6,I CA SE,IFAllO,IPASS,I,IVFAIL,IFFAIL,NHIX,NTRANSI1Z' 5 
5 Z,hPLOT,ILOSS,LNCT,ITUB,IHlo,IFArL,ITER,LaGl,LOG2.l0G3,106~,LOG5,LO'lZS 6 
6 3G6,IPRINT,N"'ANY.NSTPLT,~EQN lIZ' 7 
7 ________ --=-"'C Q't~1L"'-s.ef.C' !Oh~)4~K.!.LO.LttiLO<; <; !.:m t L~O_-T -ti0.'.1lJ'.EB.£'J,]..o.t. N.UCH, 30 IS_IZ1--B. 
·------8- 1, ~IL 1 13 G I, NL Z 130 I , ~O IHEN' 301. IS; - ) C J • I 5Z '30" IS 3 '30 I ,HEY AL , 30, ,NO I FI 1Z S 9 
9 _______ -::2.:,-F--='..:.II I ~OELllQ.lLI!L llEB.J3JJl.,!'!lI 2lL!f/AO , 2 I, NCURYE 1301 IN WHICH' 30 J 'NQUT1~j2.!..._l!l 
----10· 3130J,NOUT2fJO),NOtJT31.!aJ,NBlAOE(30) '121 11 
11 COHHON oHlll,s,21"loirR;'CIll,5,21 SIZs lZ 
12 COHHON RIZl'30l,XLIZldD"XIZl, JO),HI21,30l,S(21,30,"V,H21,30J,V wlSlZ' 13 
__ ~1_3. _____ -=121.., ~QJ ,T8ET A 121 , 3:1 1.0 IFF I 15 r..!l..ti..Q..HUB (15,4 I ,FOH 10 115 ,If' ,FOTIP I 15 I 'tIS !2'_~.!.. 
III Z,TERAOI5,Z' '121 15 
15 ___ ~Co-0_H '-ION OAT A CliO 0 I ,0 A U 11 100 J , OA TA 21 100 J ,0 A TA 3 r 100 I ,0AI!.!.!.lQ!l.l.~!'-A TA'.! gS ___ L6. 
--~16· 1511001,OATA61100J,DAU7CIOOI ,DATABC 1eOl .oATA9C 100J,FLOWflOI,SPEEolS12S 17 
17 230I,SP['FACIIOJ,RELCCKC3QJ,BDIST(30l,IoPLCCKI30',WWBLf30l,XSTNI15QI,IIZS Ie 
18 3RSTN(150l,oELFI30J,DELCIIOOI,OELHII0~I,TITLEI181,OROH2r30"RHt1l3SlZS 19 
19 ________ =~~0I'XIMI13C),.ORKr:l',LoSSe2~T4NEPSI21J,Xlr21"VVI21I,QElWC21',L41121 21L 
20 <:"I121',L4MI~IC21"LAHIPle21J,PHle21"CRI211,GA"AI21',SPP612I1,CPPGII2~ 21 
21 ___ 6!..f_lI,HKF:EP I 21 J, SK" EP 12._V-,_~(.LE.f..iV_!LOf~~ElTe 3el I ~Z_ 
----~2~· COHMON VISK,SHAPE,SCLFAC,EJ,G.TOLNCE,XSCALE,PSCALE,PLOW,RLOW,XHHlXIIZS 23 
23 l'RCONST,FH2,H"IN,Cl,P'.CONTR,CO~HJr I12S 21J 
24 DIMENSION PSTATI321,XXC1ZI lIZ, 25 
25 X"'AX=XCl,NSTt\S, I!..~~ __ ~~ 
----~t~ ~"IN=Xll,lJ 512S 27 
27 DO 1(J;J J=2,"ISTRHS I_l2!...~2_~_ 
28 --------~I~FCXIJ,II.LT.XHIN)XHI"I=XIJ,l. IlZI 29 
29 IFIXeJ,"ISTNSI.GT.XMAX'XP1AX=XIJ,"ISTNS, II2S 30 
30 100 CONTINuE '12' 31 
31 Xf'lIN=FLOATlIFIXrXHINIJ MOO.-:-!G~ 
--~32-· IF e (XMIN.GE. O. 0' .ANO. I X'tIN.LE.5.0 II X "'IN =0.0 HOD. -JGu 
33 __________ A~LEN=ex.,AX-XHIN'/XSCALE H~~~~ 
31f XLEN=zo.a I'tOO.-.JGw 
35 IfCALEN.LE.IO.OJXLEN-IO.O HOD.~!,_, __ 
36 IFCNPLOT,EQ.21GO TO 13'1 SI2$ 1t2 
__ ~3~7~ CALL PLOTIO "',1o.-J<iW~ 
38 CALL PLOTrO.O,-12.0,-3J HOD.-.JGW 
39 CALL PLOTIO.O,O.5,-lJ H_O!L.-=-~~ 
110 CALL AXIseu.O,C.O,16HAXI4L COOROINATE,-lb,XLEN,O.O,XHIN,XSCALE,10 • .,00.-J6w 
41 101 .,OO.-JGW 
42 CALL AXIseC.a.0.O,15HSHTIC PRESSURE ,15 ,10.0,90.0.PLOW,PSCAlE,lO.OMOD.-.JGW 









.1=1 S12S 117 




110 00 120 I=l,~STNS '12' 49 
HS=HIJ,I1-eVWCJ,II •• 2+V'!IJ,IJ*.2'/(Z.O.G.EJJ s12~ 50 
IfCHS.lT.HHIN'HS=HHIN 'lZ~ 51 --------~P~STATII'=UDGIICHS,SCJ,IIJ/SCLFAC •• 2 ~12' 52 
12J xxII'-XfJ,IJ Sl2S 53 
CALL lINECXX,PSTAT,NSTNS,l.l,K,XHIN,XSCALE,PLOW,PSCALEI HOO.-JGU 
CAll SV"BOL'XPEN,YPEN+G.07,SIZE,K,O.O.-lJ HOO.-JGY 




































IFIJ.EQ.NSTRHS)GO TO 13Q 112$ S5 
K=K+1 ,1ZS 56 
IFIJ.EQ.IHIOJJ=NSTRHS 112S ~ 
IFIJ.EQ.NSIRHS)CALL SYHBOllXPEN+0.IQ,YPEN,SIZE,17H=> "10 SlREAMlINHOO.-JGW 
lE,0.O,17' HOO.-JGW 
IFCJ.EQ·ltJ=IHIO SIZ, 58 
IF I J .EO .!PHO ICAll S YHBOLe XPEN +0 ,-.i. ~r ': r, N ,S IZ£.17H=> HUB STREAMLINE .HO~JGJL 
10.0,17' HOO.-JGW 
YP[N-YP[N-0.Z5 ~~JG¥_ 
GO TO 110 SI2S S9 
130 CAll PlOTI25.C.-12.0.-3) HOD.-JGu 
IFINPLOT.EQ.l'GO TO 18G S12S 62 
l31J CAll PLOT In 1100. -Jjj-'L 
CALL PLOTIO.O.-12.0,-3' HOD.-JGW 
CAll PlOTfO.O.0.S,-3' HOO.-.,ffi1L 
CALL AXISI0.0,0.0,16HAXIAl COOROINATE,-16,XlEN.O.O,XHIN,XSCAlE,IO.HOO.-JGW 
10' HOO.-JGW 
CALL AXISIG.O,O.G,6HRAOIUS,6,10.0,90.0,RlOW,XSCALE,10.0, HOO._JGW 
00 150 J=ltNSTRHS 112S 6}_ 
00 1'10 I=I,NSTNS '12S 68 
XXII'=XfJ,IJ 112S 69 
1IJO PSIATIIJ=RlJ,I, II2S 10 
150 CAll LINEIXX,PSTAT,NSTNS'ItOt11.X~IN.XSCALE,RLOW.XSrAlE' MOO.-JGW 
00 170 I-l,NSTNS S121 76 
00 160 J=I,NSTRHS ,12s U_ 
PSTATIJ'=R(J,IJ 112S 16 
160 XXlJ'=XIJ,I1 st~_I~L 
170 CALL lINEIXX,PSTAT,NSTRHS,I,0,11,XHIN,XSCAlE,RlOW,XSCAlEJ HOO.-JGU 
CALL PlOTIZ5.0,-IZ.0,-3' HOO.-JGW 
180 CALL ENOCC ~OO.-JGU 
RETURN HOO_~JG~ 
END S121 83 
28 
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Figure 2. - Definition of meridional direction. 
Figure 3. - Typical cascade instrumentation. The flc:NI angle probe is capable of 
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Figure 5. - Total pressure profile behind In-
let Guide Vane (station 6). Data comes from 
flow angle probe. PI' 136.907 kPa (19.856 
psia). 
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Figure 6. - Total pressure profile behind first rotor 
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Figure 7. - Total pressure profile behind second rotor 
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Figur~ 8. - Total pressure profile behind flow straightener 
(Station 18). PI = 136.907 kPa (19.856 psia). 
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Figure 9. - Temperature profiles at axial stations. 
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Figure 16. - Streamline contraction through fan module (program generated CALCOMP plot). One unit of length 
on the axes equals 2. 54 cm. (lO inch), 
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Figure 17. - Static pressure distribution in fan module (program generated CALCOMP plot). One unit of pressure 
equals 6. 895 kPa (lO psia). One unit of length equals 2. 54 cm. (lO inch). 
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